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private hospitals, and of convalescent homes, both for
officers and men, maintained either by public sub-
scription or by the munificence of private individuals.
Nor did the general community fail at this moment.
Its former apathy disappeared, and men and women
vied with one another in desire to help.^ There was
place for every volunteer. Hospital trains from the
two seaports daily were disgorging in the capital
heavy convoys of wounded. It was difficult enough
for the medical authorities to find sufficient doctors
to accompany the patients: to provide a nursing
establishment was impossible. Yet, if the serious cases
during the fatiguing journeys were to receive attention,
women must be found to travel on the hospital trains.-
The reception rooms at railway stations also were
crying for personnel. Each walking case wanted his
bandage adjusted as he stepped on the platform, and
that cup of tea so ardently desired by men suffering
from the pain of wounds. From the regular hospitals
the matrons were calling loudly for professional
Ophthalmic Travelling Hospital Section of the Public Health Depart-
ment is a typical instance of the goodwill shown by the State to meet
the emergency. The Section in question already had done good work
for the Army, forming two Clearing Hospitals in the Canal Zone for the
reception of wounded Turkish soldiers. When the first news of the
heavy casualties on Gallipoli reached Egypt, the- Director at once
broke up the two Clearing Hospitals, and combining them into
a single stationary unit, placed it at the disposal of the military
authorities in Port Said, to receive the first cases landed there.
Simultaneously the Public Health Department received a pathetic
appeal from the commander of the French Contingent attached to the
M.E.F., to provide for his troops, and two more Ophthalmic Travelling
Hospitals were withdrawn from their normal duties. From them
a Field Hospital for French soldiers was established at Zagazig.
Encouraged by the success of these efforts, the Director of the
Ophthalmic Section embarked upon a more ambitious undertaking.
Using further travelling hospitals as the nucleus, he formed at
Alexandria a complete General Hospital of 700 beds. The achieve-
ment was the more notable, inasmuch as he depended entirely upon
Egyptians for all hospital personnel.

